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The tripartite model of memory proposed the requirement of attentional switching when accessing different items in working memory [J.
Exp. Psychol. Learn. Mem. Cogn. 27 (2001) 817]. This internal focus of
attention is limited to just one item and the switching process is timeconsuming [Mem. Cogn. 26 (1998) 263].
In the current study, given a three-digit list stored in working
memory, we found that it took longer to shift attention in the direction
of ‘‘Upstream’’ than ‘‘Downstream’’, and that each shift was a ‘‘single
step’’ process. To investigate the neural basis of this type of attention
switching, we performed a functional MRI study. The results revealed
that at least three important brain areas are involved, including the left
dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, the cingulate gyrus, and the medial
occipital cortex. These areas all showed greater activation in the
attention shift condition compared to control conditions of no (or
decreased) attention shift requirements. In addition, the hemodynamic
activities in these areas are highly correlated, suggesting a strong
functional connectivity between them. Taken together with evidence
from several recent investigations, our results suggest that these areas
each play an important and specific role in collaboratively supporting
the function of attention shift in working memory.
D 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
The memory system can be characterized as a repository for
various types of information. Current approaches often assume a
three-level functional architecture of memory according to the
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degree that the mental representations are activated. Within this
framework, all passive memory representations belong to longterm memory (LTM); the currently activated subset of representations in LTM constitutes working memory; and the smaller set of
representations that a person is aware of at any time comprises the
focus of attention (Cowan, 1988; Martin, 1978; McElree, 2001;
Oberauer, 2001).
The classic Sternberg task demonstrated that we do not have
simultaneous and immediate access to all items in working memory.
Instead, a serial scan of items in working memory requires shifting
attention across them (Green, 1992; Sternberg, 1966).
By employing a ‘‘dual-count’’ task, Garavan (1998) showed that
the capacity of focal attention was limited to just one item and the
time cost of switching attention between two memory items was
approximately 483 ms.
The ‘‘dual-count’’ task comes from the situation that we should
count the quantity of two different types of objects in the visual
field. Garavan gave an example of counting the respective numbers
of several circles and triangles that are randomly scattered on a
screen. The most common strategy is to count one type of figure
(either circle or triangle) first and then the other. Very few people
would count the two types of figures in a mixed order because
maintaining two running counts in working memory requires
switching attention between them, and this requires more effort.
In Garavan’s ‘‘serial dual-count’’ task, circles and triangles were
serially presented on the screen in a random order. The presentation
of figures was self-paced by key presses of subjects. Their task was
to count the number of each type of figure and report the result at the
end of the trial. When successive figures were of the same type (both
were circles or triangles), the same shape count was updated in
succession. But when the successive figures were of a different type
(e.g., a circle followed by a triangle), subjects needed to switch their
attention from one shape count to the other before the second count
could be updated. This attention switch corresponded to a longer
reaction time of updating the second count (Garavan, 1998).
Given that we need to switch attention back and forth when
trying to access different items in working memory, the present work
addresses three questions: (1) whether there is a directional asymmetry when shifting attention in different directions, (2) whether
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Fig. 1. Averaged RT of all 24 subjects plotted as a function of different
attention shift types. The left nine bars stand for the nine shifting types and
the right four bars were averages of the four conditions (N: No shift, S: Shift,
D: Downstream shift, U: Upstream shift). The error bars are standard
deviation. RTs were normalized by treating the mean RT as 1 within subjects.

there is a distance cost when shifting attention over different mental
distances, and (3) how do different brain areas collaborate to perform
this kind of mental attention switch in working memory.
Similar to the ‘‘dual-count’’ task, we adopted a ‘‘tri-count’’ task
as the basic paradigm in the present study. Namely, subjects needed
to shift attention across three running counts in working memory.
To illustrate, suppose that a three-item list in working memory
(consisting of items A, B, and C) is rehearsed in the order of A-BC, then there are a total of nine permutations of sequential item
pairs: (1) AA, (2) BB, (3) CC, (4) AB, (5) AC, (6) BC, (7) BA, (8)
CA, and (9) CB. The first three are in condition of ‘‘no shift’’(NS),
(4) – (6) are in condition of ‘‘downstream shift’’(DS), and for (7) –
(9), ‘‘upstream shift’’(US). Of course, both ‘‘DS’’ and ‘‘US’’ are
combined as shift condition (S). With this set of stimuli, the first
two questions outlined above then could be expressed as (1)
whether the reaction time would differ between the ‘‘DS’’ and
‘‘US’’ conditions, and (2) whether the attention shift from ‘‘A’’ to
‘‘C’’ (or ‘‘C’’ to ‘‘A’’) passed through B as an intermediate step.
The behavioral experiment 1 was designed to answer these two
questions.

Behavioral experiment 1
Materials and methods
Subjects
Twenty-four undergraduate students (16 males and 8 females,
age range 17 – 23) at the University of Science and Technology of

Fig. 2. The averaged RT of six subjects in behavioral experiment 2. The
error bars are standard deviation. RTs were normalized by treating the mean
RT as 1 within subjects.

China (USTC) participated in behavioral experiment 1. They gave
consent to participate in this experiment and in return received
course extra credit.
Experimental design
The three items for the tri-count task were visually presented
geometric figures: triangle (T), ellipse (E), and rectangle (R). The
participant’s task was to count the numbers of each kind of
figure.
A trial started with the presentation of one figure (randomly
chosen from the three figure types) at the center of the screen
(viewing angles: 2.4  4.8 degrees for rectangle and ellipse, 4.4 
4.4 degrees for triangle). Then, each key press by the participant
would immediately erase the current figure and randomly bring up
a new one. Participants were asked to press the key at their own
pace and to count each kind of figure until they reached the end of
the trial, at which time an instructing sentence was presented
instructing subjects to report. Subjects then orally reported their
counting result and immediately received a feedback in the form of
‘‘right’’ or ‘‘wrong, the correct counts should be XXX’’. Subjects
were asked to proceed through each trial as accurately and quickly
as possible. Both reaction time (RT) for each individual presentation (the time from a figure drawn on screen to subsequent key
pressing) and the final counting result were recorded. For the three
figure types, there were six permutations of reporting order (R-E-T,
R-T-E, E-R-T, E-T-R, T-R-E, and T-E-R). The 24 subjects were
randomly divided into six groups with each group using one
reporting order.
Each subject completed 60 trials. The first 5 trials were
practice trials. To examine their counting strategy, subjects were

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of one trial in the event-related fMRI experiment. Subjects fixated on the cross throughout the task.
Fig. 4. Average of brain activation from 12 subjects overlaid on one subject’s anatomical structure. Areas important for attention shift in the present study were
marked with green arrows. The labels under each brain indicate the experiment conditions (‘‘NS’’, ‘‘S’’, ‘‘DS’’, and ‘‘US’’) and the X coordinate of the cut-off
slices (Left_45.8, Left_20.7, and Left_3.5). Position of the cut-off slices was selected to show all ROIs in data analysis. The color overlay represents the F
value in the multiple regression analysis. For the ‘‘NS’’ and ‘‘S’’ conditions (30 trials averaged), the functional display threshold was P < 0.01 and within a
cluster of at least three connecting EPI pixels. For the ‘‘DS’’ and ‘‘US’’ conditions (15 trials averaged), because of less averaging trials, the P value threshold
was decreased to 0.05.
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asked to count aloud during the last 5 trials. Data from the
remaining 50 trials were used in subsequent analysis in which
subjects shifted attention 110 times for each of the nine shifting
types (AB, AC, etc).
We varied the number of figures from 16 to 25 across trials. This
was necessary because if subjects knew how many figures were in a
trial, they would only need to count two of the figure types and
derive the other type by simple subtraction. To avoid two-digit
number counting, the occurrence of a figure was no more than 9.
In the ‘‘NS’’ condition, subjects may not have been able to
distinguish the two successive figures because they are exactly
matched on the screen. To avoid this, if two rectangles (or ellipses)
were to display successively, one would appear with its long axis on
horizontal and the other on vertical and if two triangles, one pointed
up and the other pointed down.
Results
The mean counting accuracy of all the 24 subjects was 90.6%
(SD = 6.1%). Most counting errors were of the type that only one
of the three counts was incorrect and off by only 1. It is
reasonable that subjects were diligent in performing the task in
trials with this type of error. The counting accuracy would be
96.4% (SD = 3.3%) without considering this type of error. This
high accuracy ensured the reliability of the following RT data
interpretation.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.
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The RT for the ‘‘NS’’ condition was significantly shorter than
that for the ‘‘S’’ condition (t = 13.0, P < 0.001). In addition, it took
less time to shift attention downstream than upstream (AB vs. BA,
P = 0.029; BC vs. CB, P = 0.044; AC vs. CA, P < 0.001). There
was no significant difference within ‘‘DS’’ (AB, BC, and AC,
F(2,46) = 1.9, P = 0.16), ‘‘US’’ (BA, CA, and CB, F(2,46) = 1.4,
P = 0.26), and ‘‘NS’’ (AA, BB, and CC, F(2,46) = 0.075, P = 0.93)
conditions (Fig. 1).
Compared to the ‘‘S’’ condition, the shorter reaction time in the
‘‘NS’’ condition replicated Garavan’s finding that attention shift is
time-consuming. In addition, we observed that attention shifts are
faster in the downstream direction than the upstream direction. The
absence of a distance effect within the ‘‘DS’’ and ‘‘US’’ conditions
suggests that attention shift, at least in the condition of three items in
working memory, is a ‘‘single step’’. Focus of attention jumps
directly from the start-point to the end-point without stopping in
the middle.
From the last five trials of counting aloud, we know all
subjects adopted the same counting strategy. For example, if
one’s reporting order was ‘‘R-E-T’’ and the current counts were 7
triangles, 5 ellipses, and 3 rectangles, he/she would rehearse ‘‘35-7’’. If an ellipse subsequently appeared, ‘‘3-6-7’’ would be
said, and similarly, a subsequent rectangle would lead to ‘‘4-67’’. That is, the rehearsing order of the three counts was
determined by the final reporting order. Each time a new figure
appeared, subjects just added one to the corresponding count and
rehearsed the three counts in the order they were to report. The
balancing of reporting order across subjects ensured that the
observed shorter RT in the ‘‘DS’’condition relative to the ‘‘US’’
condition was not due to faster recognition of the downstream
figure type.
Experiment 1 tells us that switching attention across memory
items is a time-consuming process, and the time cost is related to
switching direction but unrelated to switching distance. However,
we are also interested in the underlying neural basis of attention
switch. Specifically, in addition to the general goal of identifying
the neural correlates of the attention switching process, we are
interested in addressing the particular question of whether the visual
cortex is involved in such type of attention switching. This question
arises from one of our prior studies regarding memory scanning in
which participants searched for a probed item in a verbal memory
list (Zhang et al., 2003). In that study, without any physical visual
stimulation, the visual cortex was activated when the searching
target was a middle list item. Our hypothesis was that attention
switching across memory items depends in part on visual imagery
that activates the visual cortical areas. In the present study, with
functional MRI, we tested specific predictions based on this
hypothesis. We expected stronger activation in the visual cortex
in the ‘‘S’’ than ‘‘NS’’ condition, and probably in the ‘‘US’’ than
‘‘DS’’ condition as well. We also expected stronger co-activations
between the visual area and the frontal area in the ‘‘S’’ condition.
To compare brain activation between conditions of ‘‘S’’ vs.
‘‘NS’’ and ‘‘US’’ vs. ‘‘DS’’, we used an event-related fMRI
approach. We simplified the task to make it more suitable for fMRI
studies. Subjects here needed to count only two successive figures,
so different permutations of the two figures would allow probing of
different types of attention shift. This paradigm, in which subjects
only need to make a single-shift, was more suitable for an eventrelated fMRI study. But before we ran the fMRI experiment, we
tested whether this new simplified paradigm could replicate the
result of behavioral experiment 1.

Behavioral experiment 2
Materials and methods
Subjects
Six graduate students (two males and four females, age
range 24 – 26) at USTC volunteered to participate in behavioral
experiment 2.
Experiment design
At the beginning of each trial, three digits (6.4 degrees  3.6
degrees) were visually presented for 1 s. Subjects held them in
working memory to use as the initial shape counts. After a 0.5-s
blank interval, one figure (3.6 degrees  1.8 degrees for the
rectangle and ellipse, 3.3 degrees  3.3 degrees for the triangle)
was displayed for 1.5 s. Subjects should add one to the
corresponding digit of the initial counts. Then, a second figure
appeared. Subjects should accordingly perform adding again and
report the twice-adding result as soon as possible. At the onset of the
subjects’ oral report, the second figure was erased from the screen.
(See Fig. 3 for an illustration of the task, where the timing is only
applicable to the fMRI experiment but not this behavioral experiment.) The reaction time (from the presentation of the second figure
to the onset of oral report) and the counting result were recorded.
There were a total of 60 trials for each subject. The distribution
of the nine attention shift types in these 60 trials was: AA = BB =
CC = 10 trials and AB = BC = AC = BA = CA = CB = 5 trials.
Because the visual cortex was one of the ROIs in the fMRI study,
to make it easier to distinguish the possible activities in V1 and V4,
we purposely presented the digits and figures degrees below a
fixation cross. Subjects were asked to keep fixation on the cross
throughout the experiment. In the ideal situation, V1 activation
would be centered above the calcarine fissure, and activation below
the calcarine fissure would then reflect the extrastriate processing.
To be consistent, the stimuli were also presented in the lower
visual field in behavioral experiment 2.
Results
All subjects completed the task with nearly perfect counting
accuracy (mean = 97.0%, SD = 2.5%).
The RT data showed that the basic result of behavioral experiment
1 was replicated with the single shift paradigm. Subjects were slower
in the ‘‘S’’ condition than in the ‘‘NS’’ condition (t = 15, P < 0.001) and
slower in the ‘‘US’’ than in the ‘‘DS’’ condition (t = 2.5, P = 0.057).
However, the RT difference was smaller compared to that in experiment 1 because only one shift event occurred in behavioral experiment 2. Note the RT difference between ‘‘NS’’ and ‘‘S’’ conditions is
361 ms here. This observation will be discussed further later (Fig. 2).
Behavioral experiment 2 confirmed that the single switching
paradigm could reveal the RT difference between ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘NS’’ as
well as ‘‘US’’ and ‘‘DS’’. Therefore, we proceeded to the fMRI study.

Event-related fMRI experiment
Materials and methods
Subjects
Twelve students (five males and seven females, age range 19 –
25) from FuDan and TongJi University participated in the event-
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related fMRI experiment with informed consent and received
monetary compensation for their time.
Experiment design
The paradigm is similar to that in behavioral experiment 2. Two
modifications were made to fit the characteristics of fMRI study:
(1) the second figure was presented for 1.5 s, and (2) after the end
of the second figure display, subjects reported their counting result
with three brief finger gestures and then rested to allow for
hemodynamic recovering.
The set of finger gestures, which can represent each digit from 0
to 9, is commonly acknowledged in Chinese people. Subjects made
the gestures with their dominant (right, in all subjects) hand, and
the gestures were recorded by an experimenter sitting just outside
the scanner. Subjects were told to gesture only with their fingers
and try not to move their arms. Their heads were comfortably
padded so that head motion was minimized.
The total time for both reporting and rest was 18 s with
reporting taking about 3 s (Fig. 3).
The 60 trials were distributed into four fMRI scans with 15
trials in each. The attention shift type was pseudo-randomized
across trials and scans. Trials were exactly the same as those used
in behavioral experiment 2. Thus, the subsequent comparison of
‘‘NS’’ vs. ‘‘S’’ conditions was based on the average of 30 trials in
each condition, and for that of ‘‘US’’ vs. ‘‘DS’’, the average of 15
trials in each condition.
Imaging data acquisition
Imaging data were collected on a Siemens 1.5 T MR scanner.
The visual stimuli were presented with a mirror mounted on the top
of the head coil and a 17-in. LCD monitor placed near the subject’s
feet. Earplugs and headphones were used to reduce scanner noise.
A total of 230 T2*-weighted EPI images per slice (TR = 1500 ms,
TE = 61 ms, 12 sagittal 8 mm slices, gap = 1.6 mm, FOV = 24 cm)
were obtained in each of the four scans at an in-plane resolution of
64  64 pixels. Corresponding high resolution (256  256 pixels)
sagittal T1-weighted SE (for anatomical overlay) and SPGR (for
stereotaxic transformation) images were also collected.
Imaging data analysis
We used the software package AFNI (Analysis of Functional
NeuroImages: Robert W. Cox, Medical college of Wisconsin) for
data processing. Individuals with head motion exceeding the extent
of half a pixel (1.9 mm) were excluded from data analysis. Images
were first realigned, corrected for motion, and normalized to the
stereotaxic Talairach coordinate system. Trials were then selectively averaged into ‘‘NS’’ (30 trials) and ‘‘S’’ (30 trials) conditions.
Trials in the ‘‘S’’ condition were further divided into ‘‘US’’ (15
trials) and ‘‘DS’’ (15 trials) conditions. The hemodynamic response
was modeled by convolving the attention shift event and the
impulse response function reported by Glover (1999), and the
statistical parametric map was generated by a multiple regression
process accordingly.
We defined our ROIs as clusters of at least three conjoining pixels
activated ( P < 0.01) in both the ‘‘NS’’ and ‘‘S’’ conditions in at least
10 out 12 subjects. The combined criteria of individual pixel
threshold of P < 0.01 with a spatial cluster size of three pixels
yielded a false-positive level of 0.0006 for the ROI clusters according to a Monte Carlo simulation conducted with AFNI. For each
ROI, the average time courses of activated voxels were fitted with a
‘‘Gamma’’ function. Then, both the extent of the activated area and
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Table 1
Activation comparison between experimental conditions
Brain area
(Brodman area,
Centroid)

Parameter NS vs. S
comparison

Left dorsal lateral
prefrontal cortex
(BA9, 45.8
17.3 26.7)
Cingulate gyrus
(BA32, 1.5
10.4 45.7)

Activated
volume
Peak time
Height
Activated
volume
Peak time
Height
Activated
volume
Peak time
Height
Activated
volume
Peak time
Height
Activated
volume
Peak time
Height
Activated
volume
Peak time
Height
Activated
volume
Peak time
Height
Activated
volume
Peak time
Height
Activated
volume
Peak time
Height

Basal ganglia
( 5.1 8.6
11.3)
Left superior
parietal
(BA7, 20.7
57.8 45.0)
Right superior
parietal
(BA7, 21.3
58.5 43.5)
Left inferior
parietal
(BA40, 45.8
40.5 46.4)
Left fusiform
(BA37, 39.3
54.8 8.3)
Right fusiform
(BA37, 35.9
56.8 12.0)
Medial occipital
(BA17/18/19,
3.5 65.3
7.3)

NS

S

35

41

DS vs. US
comparison
P
value

DS

US

P
value

0.015 46

48

0.58

5.74 6.01
1.52 1.59
57
59

0.002 5.92 5.90 0.83
0.048 1.50 1.47 0.66
0.74 84
83
0.70

6.54 6.60
1.47 1.55
54
62

0.34
6.63 6.59 0.58
0.018 1.54 1.53 0.82
0.46 82
82
0.92

6.26 6.32
1.20 1.17
61
59

0.58
0.71
0.64

6.44 6.26 0.31
1.26 1.17 0.37
80
78
0.70

5.79 5.88
1.59 1.53
45
50

0.16
0.24
0.35

5.83 5.92 0.47
1.57 1.53 0.78
62
64
0.60

6.01 6.06
1.52 1.52
11
14

0.36
0.97
0.17

6.16 6.10 0.66
1.58 1.51 0.58
22
21
0.64

6.48 6.50
1.22 1.23
11
10

0.91
0.86
0.30

6.26 6.28 0.90
1.34 1.45 0.32
13
12
0.44

4.89 4.98
1.96 1.82
19
17

0.25
0.15
0.18

4.98 5.02 0.57
1.79 1.76 0.84
19
20
0.32

5.71 5.78
2.10 1.95
34
40

0.24
0.10
0.11

5.76 5.67 0.52
1.84 1.91 0.78
50
57
0.021

5.68
1.05

6.06 <0.001
1.13 0.034

5.85
1.16

5.97 0.15
1.17 0.48

The ‘‘Activation volume’’ is measured as number of voxels of unit size:
3.75  3.75  8 mm3. The ‘‘Peak time’’ is in unit of TR (1 TR = 1500 ms).
The ‘‘Height’’ is the maximum signal change % of the hemodynamic
response time course. The ‘‘P value’’ represents the significant level of the
paired t test within subjects. Positive values in the centroid coordinates are to
the right of, anterior to, and superior to the anterior commissure.

the fitting parameters (amplitude and time to peak) for the time
course were compared between conditions (‘‘NS’’ vs. ‘‘S’’, and
‘‘US’’ vs. ‘‘DS’’).
Results
Because only one shift event occurred in each trial, the counting
accuracy here was essentially identical to that of behavioral
experiment 2 (mean = 96.6%, SD = 2.6%) as expected.
During the counting task, many brain areas were active, including left dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC, BA9), cingulate
gyrus (BA32), bilateral premotor area (BA 6), bilateral parietal
cortex (BA7/40), bilateral fusiform gyrus (BA 37), bilateral visual
cortex (BA 17, 18, 19), and basal ganglia (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 5. Average response time course of a single trial from 12 subjects. The horizontal axis is in units of TR (1 TR = 1500 ms) and the vertical axis represents %
signal change relative to baseline. The time course of the ‘‘S’’ condition has a higher amplitude in these three areas. For left DLPFC and medial occipital cortex,
the ‘‘S’’ curve also peaked later than the ‘‘NS’’ curve.

Although many brain regions were active, only three areas
showed differential activation between conditions. First, in the left
DLPFC, the activated volume (measured as number of voxels of unit
size: 3.75  3.75  8 mm3) in the ‘‘S’’ condition was larger than
that in the ‘‘NS’’ condition (40.8S voxels vs. 35.3NS voxels, t = 2.9,
P = 0.015). Also, the response curve of ‘‘S’’ peaked higher (t = 2.2,
P = 0.048) and later (t = 4.0, P = 0.002) than that of ‘‘NS’’. The

Fig. 6. Within subject correlation of time difference (‘‘S’’ compared to
‘‘NS’’) between the behavioral and fMRI data.

mean difference of ‘‘time to peak’’ between ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘NS’’ was 399
ms. Second, in the cingulate gyrus, the response curve of ‘‘S’’ had a
higher amplitude than ‘‘NS’’ (t = 2.8, P = 0.018). Finally, in the
medial occipital cortex, the activated volume was larger both in the
‘‘S’’ compared to ‘‘NS’’ (40.2S voxels vs. 33.9NS voxels, t = 1.8,
P = 0.11) and ‘‘US’’ compared to ‘‘DS’’ conditions (56.8US voxels
vs. 49.5DS voxels, t = 2.7, P = 0.021). The ‘‘S’’ curve also has a
higher and delayed peak than the ‘‘NS’’ curve (for amplitude
comparison, t = 2.5, P = 0.034; for time to peak comparison, t =
5.9, P < 0.001). The fitted time course comparison of these three
areas is shown in Fig. 5, and the quantitative results of activation
comparison between conditions are listed in Table 1.
We mentioned in the result of behavioral experiment 2 that the
RT difference between the ‘‘NS’’ and ‘‘S’’ condition was 361 ms.
Here we found the corresponding difference of time to peak in the
left DLPFC was 399 ms that roughly matched (group t test, t =
0.26, P = 0.80) the behavioral result. This suggests that there might
be a correlation between the reaction time and the time to peak in
the left DLPFC. Because we performed the behavioral and fMRI
experiment on two different groups of subjects, we could not
directly assess the correlation of these two data sets. However, to
familiarize the subjects with the task and as the warm up practice,
all MRI subjects performed a simplified (10 trials) version of
behavioral experiment 1. This behavioral data was used here to test
the within subject correlation (three subject’s data were not
included because of environmental interference during practice).
Just as we expected, there was a significant correlation between
them (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 7. Averaged activation map of six subjects in the block-design fMRI study. The cut-off slice was kept exactly the same as in Fig. 4. The color overlay
indicates how many subjects out of six activated in the region. Functional display threshold was also P < 0.01 and within a cluster of at least three connecting
EPI pixels. The green arrows mark the three brain areas found important to attention shift in event-related study.

This correlation between reaction time and the time to peak was
only found in the left DLPFC but not in any other activated areas.
Because of the conjugated relationship between the left and right
DLPFC, we have also tested the difference of time to peak in the
right DLPFC although it did not meet our above restriction of being
an ROI. Five out of 12 subjects had activated right DLPFC in the
present event-related experiment. However, two out of these five
subjects had the ‘‘NS’’ curve peaked even later than the ‘‘S’’ curve.
So the reaction time and peak time correlation did not exist in the
right DLPFC.
Event-related fMRI revealed enhanced activations in three brain
areas when attention shifted across memory items and provided
temporal information of their activation for each type of trial.
However, we are also interested in whether there were different
degrees of collaboration between these cortical areas in the ‘‘S’’ and
‘‘NS’’ conditions. It is possible that more demanding conditions may
evoke more collaboration among brain areas (Koshino et al., 2002),
so that there might be higher inter-regional correlations in condition
of ‘‘S’’ than ‘‘NS’’. To test this hypothesis, we employed a block-

design paradigm similar to that of behavioral experiment 1 with
alternating blocks containing different ‘‘No-shift/Shift’’ ratios. Because it is commonly acknowledged that one can get saturated
hemodynamic response and a high s/n ratio with a block-design, it
has more power to identify the cortical regions involved in the
attention shift. Thus, a block-design could also provide us with an
opportunity to validate the brain areas activated in the event-related
study.

Block-design fMRI experiment
Materials and methods
Subjects
Six students (three males and three females, age range 20 – 26)
from FuDan and TongJi University participated in the block-design
fMRI experiment with informed consent and received monetary
compensation for their time.

Fig. 8. Comparison of pairwise area correlations between the ‘‘LS’’ and ‘‘MS’’ conditions. The blue labels at the top of each column indicate the pair of brain
areas (DLPFC: dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, CG: cingulate gyrus, MOC: medial occipital cortex). The top and down figure in a column show the correlation
of the two brain areas in the ‘‘LS’’ and ‘‘MS’’ conditions, respectively. The significant level of the within subject correlation comparison was given as the P
value between the top and bottom figure in each column.
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Experiment design
Similar to the paradigm in behavioral experiment 1, subjects
were required to count the number of each type of figure during a
serial presentation.
Different from the self-paced presentations in behavioral experiment 1, the figures here were displayed at a fixed speed of 2 s/figure.
Participants practised five trials before the fMRI scan and all could
keep up with this speed of presentation. The stimuli were presented
in the same way as in the event-related study (fixation cross on the
top and figures in the lower visual field), and subjects were
instructed to fixate on the cross throughout the fMRI scan. They
should write down their counting result when the fixation cross
turned from red to green at the end of each trial. To provide written
responses, subjects held a pencil in their dominant (all were right)
hand. A pile of blank paper (10 cm  10 cm) padded by a
pasteboard was placed under the subject’s writing hand. Subjects
could write a few digits on the paper sheet without looking at their
hand or pencil. After each written response, the top sheet with the
answer was immediately removed by an experimenter sitting next to
the scanner, exposing a new blank sheet for the next trial. As in the
event-related experiment, subjects were told to only move their
fingers while writing. The time for writing report was 4 s, after which
a new figure appeared and the cross turned back to red indicating the
start of a new trial.
The duration of one trial varied from 44 to 52 s because of the
varied number of figures. One trial constituted a block. The
‘‘More-Shift’’ (MS) block contained four times more attention
shifts than the ‘‘Less-shift’’ (LS) block. Eight alternating blocks
(LS-MS-LS-MS-LS-MS-LS-MS) constructed one scan, and each
subject completed two scans with 2 min of rest in between.
Although the duration of an individual trial was varied, the total
summed time of ‘‘LS’’ and ‘‘MS’’ blocks was equal.
Imaging data acquisition
Most imaging parameters were the same as those for the eventrelated study except the TR and the number of measurements were
changed to 2000 ms and 193, respectively.
Imaging data analysis
The data pre-processing steps (rejecting data with head motion
exceeding half a pixel, realigning and correcting small motion,
normalizing brains to the stereotaxic Talairach coordinates systems)
were as exactly as those done in the event-related experiment. Next,
we removed the linear trend of the two scans separately and then
concatenated them. The activation map was generated by a correlation analysis with a template presuming the ‘‘MS’’ signal was
higher than that of ‘‘LS’’. The motion report period was excluded
from the correlation template. The activation displaying threshold
was also P < 0.01 and within a cluster containing at least three
connecting EPI pixels. This was exactly the same as those used in the
event-related experiment.
Results
Counting accuracy here was similar to that in behavioral
experiment 1 (mean = 93.8%, SD = 6.8%). Most errors were also
of the near-miss type described there.
The activation map confirmed the three important brain areas
identified in the event-related experiment (centroid for left
DLPFC: 44.0 16.2 25.6, cingulate gyrus: 4.8 11.2 46.3, and
medial occipital cortex:
1.2 73.2 13.7). In addition, the left

inferior parietal lobe (left BA40, centroid:
42.6
33.0 41.8)
was also activated (Fig. 7).
To detect the level of co-activation between different cortical
areas under the ‘‘MS’’ and ‘‘LS’’ conditions, we performed the
following correlation analysis. Suppose the time course for area A is
Y(t) and for area B is Z(t). If there is a good correlation between Y(t)
and Z(t), in the ideal situation, there should be a straight line for the
Y(t) f Z(t) plotting. In the real situation, the correlation strength is
measured by the slope and errors of the linear fit between Y(t) and
Z(t): Y(t) = p  Z(t) + q ( p and q are constants). We compared the
correlation coefficient (or the linear regression coefficient) of each
ROI pair within subject between the ‘‘MS’’ and the ‘‘LS’’ conditions. Fig. 8 shows the correlations with averaged data across the
six subjects. Namely, Y(t) = [ Y1(t) + Y2(t) + . . . + Y6(t)]/6 and Z(t) =
[Z1(t) + Z2(t) + . . . + Z6(t)]/6 with the subscript 1, 2,. . .6 representing
each subject. As we hypothesized, the blocks with more attention
shift indeed had a higher correlation between the activations in the
left DLPFC, cingulate gyrus, and medial occipital cortex.

Discussion
Two behavioral and two fMRI experiments were performed to
study the mechanism and neural correlates of attention switch in
working memory. We introduced the tri-count task in behavioral
experiment 1 and demonstrated that RT differences existed not
only between the ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘NS’’ conditions but also between the
‘‘US’’ and ‘‘DS’’ conditions. In addition, we found that the
distance of attention shift did not significantly affect the RT in
our task with only three items in working memory. Further, in
functional MRI study, we found that at least three brain areas (left
DLPFC, cingulate gyrus, and medial occipital cortex) were involved in this kind of attention shift.
From the ‘‘count aloud’’ trials, we know that the subjects’
strategy in the present tri-count task was simply to add one to the
count of the displaying figure and rehearse the current three counts
in the reporting order. In the ‘‘DS’’ condition, the destination count
was a count that had been more recently rehearsed than the
jumping-off count. On the contrary, for the ‘‘US’’ condition, the
starting count was more recently rehearsed. With only two memory
items, the attention shift was symmetric in Garavan’s experiment.
That is, relative to the starting count, a switch to the count that one
had more recently rehearsed was as time-demanding as a switch to
the count that had been rehearsed earlier (Garavan, 1998). In
contrast, with three items stored in working memory, the switch
asymmetry was considerable in the present study. The evidence that
the downstream switch was faster than the upstream switch may
indicate a discontinuity between serial access mechanisms in
working memory for pairs and for list of three items. This
discontinuity has also been found in task of associative memory.
In the work of Kahana and Caplan (2002), for pair A – B in working
memory, participants could recall B given A as well as recall A
given B. However, for list of three or more items, there appeared a
forward recall advantage, with higher accuracy and shorter RT in
condition of ‘‘A-?’’/‘‘B-?’’ probing than ‘‘?-B’’/‘‘?-C’’ probing.
In the tripartite model, items in memory are classified according
to their activation status into LTM, working memory, and focus of
attention. The memory item in the current attention focus is
assumed to have the highest activation level. When attention is
shifted away from an item, its activation returns from the focus of
attention to a base line level required to keep it in working
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memory. The longer RT in the ‘‘S’’ than the ‘‘NS’’ condition
suggests that the focus of attention (the highest activation level)
tends to stay with the last updated item unless a switch is necessary
(Garavan, 1998). From our present result, we can deduce that the
base line activation level of working memory items may also differ.
The evidence we provide here is that even though all the three
memory items were rehearsed after each updating, there was still a
significant difference of accessibility between them on the next
updating. Because the starting point of one switch is always an
item with the focus of attention, the RT difference between an
upward and downward shift would then indicate that items with
different rehearsal order have a different memory status or activation level.
The ‘‘chaining theory’’ and ‘‘ordinal theory’’ are two theoretical
models developed to explain the mechanism of serial access of
working memory items (Henson, 1998). The ‘‘chaining theory’’
assumes that order is stored by the formation or strengthening of
association between successive elements of a sequence. The serial
access of working memory items was done by a process called
‘‘chaining’’, in which each element cues the recall of its successor.
The ‘‘ordinal theory’’ assumes that items in working memory can
be represented along a single dimension. For example, Page and
Norris (1998) assumed that each working memory item has a
primacy gradient activation level.
Our result of ‘‘US’’ vs. ‘‘DS’’ switch asymmetry agrees with the
‘‘ordinal theory’’ by suggesting items in working memory being
represented along a dimension called activation level that can be
affected by rehearsal order. Another finding of ours, that switching
cost was not affected by jumping distance, does not support the
‘‘chaining theory’’. Because ‘‘chaining’’ requires accessing of an
item being cued by its leading one, it predicts a ‘‘step-by-step’’
process in the serial accessing of working memory and thus
predicts an increased cost for jumping over a longer distance.
Results of behavioral experiment 1 confirmed and extended the
finding of Garavan (1998) about the characteristics of attention
shift. However, we were also interested in the brain mechanisms
involved in this type of attention shift.
In the event-related fMRI study, many brain areas were active
during the counting task, but they were not necessarily all related to
attention shift. Switching attention across working memory items
resulted in enhanced activation in three brain regions including the
left DLPFC, cingulate gyrus, and medial occipital area. The involvement of these three areas in attention switch was further
confirmed by a subsequent block-design fMRI experiment. Because
‘‘lighting up’’ in the activation map of the event-related result only
means that the area is participating in our task, regions activated in
the event-related but not in the block-design experiment might
simply perform functions required to complete the task but not
specifically related to attention switching. For example, activation of
the basal ganglia might represent memory-guided movement sequencing (Menon et al., 2000); the bilateral superior parietal cortex
could be involved in numerical manipulation (Piazza et al., 2002;
Zago et al., 2001); and the fusiform gyrus could be activated during
object recognition (Op de Beeck et al., 2000).
Of the three brain areas related to attention shift, functions of
prefrontal cortex and cingulate gyrus are often found to be closely
related (Banich et al., 2000; Carter et al., 1998; Cohen et al., 2000;
Dove et al., 2000; Gehring and Knight, 2000; Luks et al., 2002;
MacDonald et al., 2000). Their co-activation was also observed in
the present study with both showing stronger activation in the ‘‘S’’
(than the ‘‘NS’’) condition. Using a task-switching version of the
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Stroop task, MacDonald et al. (2000) reported that there was a
dissociative role for these two brain regions: the left DLPFC was
engaged in the implementation of top-down control while the
cingulate gyrus was selectively involved in response conflict
monitoring. The top-down control includes at least two aspects:
to direct attention to task-relevant information and to override
automatic or intrinsic attentional biases (Banich et al., 2000). The
response conflict refers to a conflict between an automatic and a
task-required response. Monitoring the conflict situation acts as a
source of feedback to mechanisms involved in recruiting attention,
serving to indicate the need for increased top-down control
(Botvinick et al., 1999).
In the present tri-count task, the requirement of direct attention
to task-relevant information was reflected by the reaction time
difference between the ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘NS’’ conditions. The automatic
or intrinsic response was to repeatedly update the same count. It
conflicted with a response requiring attentional switch and updating a different count in the ‘‘S’’ condition. In the left DLPFC, the
response curve peaked later in the ‘‘S’’ than in the ‘‘NS’’ condition,
and this time lag corresponded to the switch cost in the behavioral
data within the subject. This suggests that the left DLPFC may be
the control region of mental attention switch. Its role of implementing the top-down control and overriding automatic responses could
be the reason for the stronger (larger volume and higher amplitude)
‘‘S’’ activation. In the cingulate area, the activation difference
between the ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘NS’’ conditions only appeared in the
response amplitude comparison. It is consistent with the findings
of Carter et al. (1998) that the cingulate gyrus detects conditions
under which errors are likely to occur rather than errors themselves.
Because of stronger response competition in the ‘‘S’’ condition, the
cingulate area might perform the monitoring function by detecting
response competition and signaling the need for more effort. Note
the function of the left DLPFC and cingulate gyrus are closely
related. The higher intercorrelation between them in the ‘‘MS’’
than in the ‘‘LS’’ condition might suggest that the cingulate gyrus
signaled response competition and the DLPFC responded by
exerting the attentional control with additional efforts.
There are other imaging studies that have also investigated this
very same type of attention switching (Garavan et al., 2000;
Sylvester et al., 2003). With imaging blocks containing different
switching frequencies, Garavan et al. and Sylvester et al. both
detected multiple brain areas that activated more in higher switching frequency conditions. Based on their results, they suggested
that the attention switching function was supported by a distributed
neuroanatomy rather than a specific and unique locus. Consistent
with their finding, we have also observed a network of distributed
brain activations in the present work. Specifically, the activated
prefrontal areas were quite similar in these three studies (Talairach
coordinates: present work
44, 16, 26; Garavan
43, 6, 25;
Sylvester 41, 9, 27). However, here we adopted an event-related
experimental design that has the advantage of providing information about activation in the temporal domain. This information was
not provided in either Garavan’s block-design or Sylvester’s eventrelated plus block-design experiments. In addition to a larger extent
of activation and a higher signal intensity level in the ‘‘S’’
condition, we still detected a correlation between time course
latency and behavioral performance (RT) in the left DLPFC. The
correlation is only found in the left DLPFC but not in other
activated areas in the present study. This may suggest a specific
and unique role of the left DLPFC and that is why we discussed its
function as a control or dominant region of mental attention
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switching. The block-design parts in Garavan’s, Sylvester’s, and
the present study are quite similar. However, in addition to
identifying the anatomical locus of the attention switching function, we hypothesized about area intercorrelations. The experimental result of higher inter-area correlation in the ‘‘MS’’ condition
supports our hypothesis, and this information was not provided and
discussed in the other two papers.
The occipital cortex is another brain region that activated jointly
in Garavan’s, Sylvester’s, and the present experiment but did not
receive much attention in the prior two studies. In an earlier fMRI
study about memory scanning (Zhang et al., 2003), we observed
occipital activation when one of the memory list items was probed
by its serial position. In that work, we hypothesized that the
activation of the visual area was due to mental attentional shifts.
Here with a more specific attention shift-related task, this hypothesis is supported by the fMRI result that revealed more medial
occipital activation in the ‘‘S’’ vs. ‘‘NS’’ and ‘‘US’’ vs. ‘‘DS’’
comparisons. The response time course in this area also peaked
higher and later in the ‘‘S’’ than in ‘‘NS’’ condition.
The medial occipital activation here cannot be simply interpreted as visual perception because the perceptual demand was not
different between experimental conditions. The activation derived
from visual perception could not bring difference in comparison of
event-related trials or it could be subtracted out in the block-design
data analysis. One may argue that the successive figures in the
‘‘NS’’ condition were always the same while those in the ‘‘S’’
condition were different, and the change of figures may lead to
different activation in the visual area. However, the activation
difference appeared not only in the ‘‘NS’’ vs. ‘‘S’’ but also in the
‘‘US’’ vs. ‘‘DS’’ (56.8US voxels vs. 49.5DS voxels, t = 2.7, P =
0.021) comparison. There was always a change of figures in
succession in both ‘‘US’’ and ‘‘DS’’ conditions and this can rule
out the possible explanation of visual priming.
Because there was not a natural association between the three
figure types and the three memory counts, most subjects reported
that they constructed the figure – count association by mentally
imagining the three figures or the three digits arranged in the
reporting order. There is evidence demonstrating that visual – mental
imagery can activate the calcarine cortex (Klein et al., 2000), and the
medial occipital area (calcarine fissure and lingual gyrus) is engaged
in converging facial and vocal expression (Rama et al., 2001). We
suggest that the medial occipital area was involved here in associating perceptual visual features and the memory counts.
Subjects in our earlier memory scanning study reported their
strategy as mentally moving a ‘‘jumping arrow’’ through the list,
making the arrow point to one item and then the next until the
target item was found. This strategy in fact can also be expressed as
associating each memory item with its own serial position. When
an item was pointed to, the association was established. From this
point of view, the visual area might serve the same role in these
two studies. That is to associate the memory item with its external
experimental probe. In this situation, the attention shift can be
expressed as a process in which an old association is released and a
new association is established.
Based on the working memory model of Baddeley (1997) in
which verbal memory items are rehearsed in the phonological loop
and various control processes are performed by the central executive
(CE), the mental attention shift in the present work could be regarded
as a function of the ‘‘CE’’. There is evidence showing a close relation
between the DLPFC and ‘‘CE’’ (D’Esposito et al., 1995). In the
present study, we observed a higher level of correlated activities

between the left DLPFC and the visual area in the ‘‘MS’’ condition.
This suggests that when performing the attention shift control, the
DLPFC also has a top-down modulation on visual area (Rowe et al.,
2000). Electrophysiological experiment in animals supports this
view by showing a degradation of short-term remembering performance caused by desynchronization of neuronal activity in the
visual and prefrontal areas (Dudkin et al., 2001).
A main difference between Garavan’s or Sylvester’s findings
and our event-related results is the lack of significant parietal
contribution in the present study. This can be explained by the
difference of the task design. In both Garavan and Sylvester’s
tasks, subjects had to keep on updating the counts till the end of the
trial. Thus, their attention was repeatedly shifting during the period
of the entire block. However, in our event-related task, subjects
were required to switch their attention only once during a trial.
Compared to such a single switching event, the accumulated effort
in the repeated switching task might provide a stronger contrast
between ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘NS’’ activation. In fact, with repeated switching
in our block-design task, we did observe higher activation in the
left inferior parietal lobe during ‘‘MS’’ blocks. This provides
evidence that the left inferior parietal cortex participated in the
attention switching task though we failed to detect its activity
difference between the event-related conditions.
Compared to the relatively few imaging studies of mental
attention switching, there are a large number of studies on attention
shift in the external space. Evidence from most of these studies all
point out an important role of the parietal lobe in spatially attention
shift (Beauchamp et al., 2001; LaBar et al., 1999; Vandenberghe et
al., 2001; Yantis et al., 2002). Yantis et al. even provided evidence
showing that activation of parietal cortex was uniquely associated
with the attention shift event but not continuously maintaining the
current attentive state. Collectively, results from studies of attention
shift in space and working memory suggest that the parietal cortex
participates in switching attention in both domains. An interesting
and direct question we may ask here is what will happen to parietal
cortex in the condition of requiring attention switching in both
spatial and memory domains simultaneously. An experimental
design containing mixture of shifting trials similar to what Sylvester
et al. (2003) used might answer this questions in a future study.
In summary, using a ‘‘tri-count’’ task in the present work, we
studied the characteristics of mental attention shift in working
memory. In addition to the switch cost in the ‘‘S’’ compared to the
‘‘NS’’ condition, we also found that the magnitude of the switch
cost depends on the direction of attention shift with ‘‘Downstream’’ costing less than ‘‘Upstream’’. With only three items
stored sequentially in working memory, attention appears to switch
between any two of them directly. Combining event-related and
block-design fMRI, we detected at least three important brain areas
involved in the attention shift task. Under the monitor of cingulate
cortex, the left DLPFC may provide a top-down control of the
attention switch, while the medial occipital cortex may serve to
associate the memory item with the external probe. Together, these
brain areas form a network that performs the important function of
mental attention shift.
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